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Abstract

The thesis describes the conversion of the Online Reconstruction and func-

tional Imaging Of Neurons (ORION) system for neuron-morphology recon-

struction from an interpreted language to a compiled language. The motiva-

tion of this conversion is to provide a tool that can be used by neuroscience

researchers to analyze their own neuron data and compare the output against

both manual and automated tracings. This is in line with the goals of open

science: a movement that seeks to make the findings and processes of research

more widely available for peer review and reproducibility. By collaboratively

sharing both neuron-imaging data and code between organizations, it is pos-

sible to compare the results of multiple methods without reimplementing all

the stages of the reconstruction pipeline.

In order to release the existing algorithm so that it can easily be incor-

porated into other tools, the implementation must be rewritten in a different

language. This presents a challenge because the languages have vastly differ-

ent paradigms. As a result, much of the existing code needs to be analyzed to

determine any changes needed to the design. Creating a new implementation

also means that the new system can be designed with modifiability in mind

so that future changes can be easily incorporated. The specific objectives are

to (i) analyze the ORION algorithm and implementation to determine the

architecture for the new system that is efficient and extensible; (ii) integrate

the system into a popular toolkit for biomedical image analysis for ease-of-use

and visualization; (iii) develop a test suite of both the individual components

(unit testing) and across the whole system (integration tests); and (iv) ensure

that the software gives reproducible results by making it easy to build and
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distribute.

The reconstruction of neuron morphology from microscopy imaging data is

an invaluable method for understanding neuron characteristics. However, due

to the cost in time and effort, manual neuron reconstruction is not feasible

for large-scale analysis of neuron datasets. This implementation provides a

working method for determining neuron morphology that can be used to collect

statistical properties from various neuron data that can also be extended by

the community.

Keywords: neurons, cell morphology, biomedical image analysis, software

engineering
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“ Each discovery made by an investigator in a basic
research laboratory has much larger implications
today. The sum of the work in basic biology rep-
resents a rapidly expanding tool kit for engineers
and inventors to use to construct items of value to
society. ”

David Baltimore in How Biology Became an

Information Science, 2001 [2]

1
Introduction

This thesis aims to detail the design and reimplementation of a neuron-morphology

reconstruction system. This system is the result of converting the existing

ORION3 [1] system from MATLAB [3] code to native C/C++ code. This

conversion process requires an analysis of the existing code to understand its

structure and create a plan for replicating the same functionality in the in the
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new system.

This software project can be categorized as a rewrite; that is, a replication

of an existing software system without reusing the existing code. In software

engineering, the consensus on rewriting software from scratch is that it is

difficult and that teams should avoid rewrites [4]. This view arises because

there are several challenges and risks associated with rewriting large systems.

Rewrites often take a long time and instead of adding features, development

time is spent on redesign and reimplementation of old features. In addition, all

the institutional knowledge that came from years of bug fixes is often lost with

a rewrite. Rewrites are often expensive in terms of time and effort and rarely

pay off as much as product owners wish. Therefore, it is preferable to work on

slowly refactoring the code rather than a complete rewrite. Refactoring is a

process where instead of throwing away the existing system, the development

proceeds by making small, incremental changes over an extended period in

order to avoid getting the software into a broken state, while steadily improving

the maintainability and reusability of the software.

1.1 Motivation

In order to understand why this project is being undertaken, it is important to

understand why a rewrite is necessary as opposed to refactoring the existing

codebase. Both options require an analysis of the project outcomes and deliv-

erables, that is, a concrete set of goals that will direct the project development.
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These goals can be classified as either scientific outcomes or engineering de-

liverables. Scientific outcomes are motivated by goals that advance the state

of scientific knowledge while engineering deliverables focus on specific techni-

cal aspects of the project that make future project maintenance and growth

possible. This section will only cover the scientific outcomes while engineering

deliverables are covered in Section 1.3.

The primary scientific outcome of this thesis is a system for neuron re-

construction. This system is designed with the principles of open science in

mind so that it is usable by biologists to study neuroanatomy. Section 1.1.2

contains further discussion on open-science and the challenge of reproducibil-

ity that needs to be addressed by computational science projects such as this

when trying to achieve the goal of open-science.

The secondary scientific outcome is to make this system compatible with

existing tools for image analysis so that it can be compared against other meth-

ods as part of the BigNeuron project. The role of BigNeuron in neuroscience

research is covered in Section 1.1.4.

The following sections contain an overview of the context of this project

first within the general context of scientific software (Section 1.1.1) and finally

narrow down its role relative to the specific context of neuron reconstruction

(Section 1.5).
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1.1.1 Scientific software

Quantitative methods are an essential part of scientific research. The exper-

imental sciences depend on the dissemination of the methods used for each

study so that it is clear how results are obtained and analyzed. With the

rapid increase in computing power, storage, and availability, it has become

easier to collect and process larger and more complex datasets using sophisti-

cated methods and this has made software and software development an im-

portant part of all experimental fields [5, 6]. To produce reproducible results,

some common approaches to this change are to publish either a description of

the algorithm or refer to software that can be obtained separately (either in

binary or source code form).

Despite these approaches, there are still several challenges to successfully

reproducing a published method. A textual description of an algorithm is

rarely a complete description of how an algorithm is implemented. Sophisti-

cated methods often have tiny details that are mistakenly left out which may

be essential for the rest of the processing. One specific area where this oc-

curs often is in data preprocessing and annotation stages which can involve

human interaction; as a result of this interaction, some assumptions may not

be written down. For example, if the data contain instances with missing val-

ues, these instances may be removed based on some criteria. If these criteria

are not clearly written down, it can be difficult to apply the same procedure

again. This is why many statisticians recommend that the raw data and the

tidy data should both be available and if possible, manual processing should
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be avoided in the data preprocessing step so that it is clear how to regener-

ate the tidy data from the raw data [7–10]. Referencing readily available

software packages gives other researchers direct access to the original method

used. However, even here, there can be problems. Even before running the

software, it is important to ensure that the software is available years later.

This means not only the software itself, but all its dependencies. This can

quickly become complicated as technology advances: changes in the Applica-

tion Programming Interface (API) or Application Binary Interface (ABI) can

cause incompatibility issues for both software distributed in source form or

binary form. Both source code and binary software can have dependencies

on platforms (e.g., operating systems, runtime systems, and computer archi-

tecture) and licensing of components that can hinder others from using the

software.

Even more precarious is when a dependency used by the software no longer

behaves the same way as it did in previous versions. This can lead to software

that appears to run, but gives unintended results. Maintaining backwards

compatibility for software is difficult since there are many parts to a non-

trivial software system. It may be possible to identify these compatibility

problems using testing (for more discussion, see Chapter 5). Resolving the

exact versions of libraries and toolchains needed to build and run can be

frustrating and is commonly known as dependency hell [11–13]. This problem

can become daunting when dealing with multiple platforms and many libraries.

As newer versions of these libraries are released, the maintenance phase of the

systems-development life cycle becomes more important (further discussion in
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Section 1.2). Unmaintained software is prone to what is known as bit rot —

that is, the process through which software that was working no longer works

due to changes in the surrounding software ecosystem. There has been some

work to prevent bit rot by recording a static copy of the software environment,

but digital preservation (comprising both computing machinery and software)

is in its infancy and has not caught up to that of paper-based materials [14–

16].

1.1.2 Open science and scientific software engineering

As science becomes more oriented towards using computational tools, the ide-

als of reproducibility and statistical hypothesis testing become more difficult

to achieve. In recent years, there has been a push by researchers to incorporate

open-science practices in their work. One prominent advocate for open science

defines this as follows:

“ Open science is the idea that scientific knowledge of all kinds should be openly
shared as early as is practical in the discovery process.

”
Michael Nielsen [17]

The “scientific knowledge” mentioned in the above quote encompasses any

kind of knowledge including problem definitions, ideas, code, data, methods,

and journal articles. The goal is to allow for more opportunities for collabo-

ration and sharing of information by having this information available early

enough so that it is useful to others. This can prevent expensive duplication
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of effort and encourage the direct comparison of results that is necessary for

meta-analysis studies.

For computer-science research, since the research products are often not

just papers nor data, but software implementations of algorithms, direct com-

parisons in terms of metrics such as accuracy and speed must be performed

on a variety of datasets and machines. Computer science is not the only field

that makes heavy use of software development: according to a survey of UK

researchers by the Software Sustainability Institute which spanned disciplines

as diverse as social science, medicine, and engineering, as high as 56% of re-

searchers implement their own research software, but 21% of this subset had

no training in software development [6].

Since software development is already a large part of the research process, it

can be argued that a review process of scientific software is just as important as

the paper peer review process. There are already issues with papers not having

enough statistical power to present reproducible results, but these problems

can be understood through careful reading of the experimental methods [18,

19]. Problems in the software are harder to analyze based on the papers alone

and these have been known to result in paper retractions [20–22].

This lack of training in software engineering has prompted many open

science advocates to offer open access teaching materials so that training is

available to everyone. In particular, the Software Carpentry organization has

published several guidelines and workshops to teach best practices for handling
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software and data that are relevant to scientific research [23, 24]. These in-

clude using traditional software engineering tools and practices such as version

control systems, build automation, issue trackers, and pre-merge code reviews.

1.1.3 Open neuroscience

The history of biology has been defined by the tools used to visualize vari-

ous biological structures and processes across many scales [25]. Neuroscience,

in particular, has made use of many techniques: from the patch clamp for

studying ion channels to EEG for recording brain surface electrical activity

to fMRI and fluorescent microscopy for observing brain and neuron activity

respectively, these techniques have collectively allowed neuroscientists to char-

acterize what they are looking at. These techniques have made quantitative

image analysis a large part of biology when measuring and comparing results

across different samples. However, the results taken from different laboratories

may not be comparable due to variability in laboratory protocols [26] or sim-

ply due to insufficient access to raw data necessary to accurately use Bayesian

inference for predictions [27].

To address this problem, projects such as the Neuroscience Information

Framework (NIF) [28] and Neuroimaging Informatics Tools and Resources

Clearinghouse (NITRC) [29] provide databases of neuroscience data and tools

that are machine-readable. These are part of recent research efforts to improve

brain mapping and modelling [30, 31]. Some of these efforts are based on

manual data annotation [32–35], while others such as the BigNeuron project
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from the Allen Institute for Brain Science are focused on completely automated

reconstruction. This last project is the subject of Section 1.1.4.

1.1.4 BigNeuron

The secondary scientific outcome is to provide an implementation of ORION3

for the BigNeuron project. This requires using the common interface provided

by the Vaa3D biomedical imaging toolkit [36–38]. This toolkit allows biologists

to visualize and analyze biomedical imaging datasets. Vaa3D can be extended

through the development of plugins. This allows algorithm developers to make

their interactive and non-interactive methods for image analysis available for

biologists to use without having to switch between multiple programs for pro-

cessing and visualizing data.

Creating an image analysis tool that can be easily integrated into other

systems allows others to reproduce the results in order to compare with both

ground truth data and other algorithms. There has been an attempt at com-

paring neuron-morphology extraction algorithms in the past under the DIA-

DEM Challenge which contributed datasets and a metric for comparing the

neuron tracings from algorithms against tracings from gold standard recon-

structions [39–41]. The DIADEM Challenge used six datasets from different

neuroscience institutions in order to have a diversity in terms of source of

the neurons (i.e., from different species and structures from different brain

regions) and in terms of the laboratory protocols (i.e., different labelling and

microscopy techniques).
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The DIADEM Challenge was successful in raising awareness of the prob-

lem of neuron reconstruction and several new 3D reconstruction methods and

metrics have been proposed after the end of the DIADEM Challenge (see Sec-

tion 1.5). However, the lack of larger public datasets, standardized metrics,

and readily available algorithms have made it difficult to compare new methods

for neuron reconstruction.

To solve this problem, an open-science project called BigNeuron [42, 43]

continues where the DIADEM Challenge left off. Instead of comparing the

output on a few datasets, as in the DIADEM Challenge, BigNeuron aims to

enable high-throughput analysis of neuron microscopy stacks using multiple

methods contributed from various algorithm developers. By standardizing

on the Vaa3D platform, this precludes any issues that might arise due to

differences between how each method handles data which means that all the

algorithms can be bench-tested at once without a need for translating data

between formats.

However, since the Vaa3D is written in C++, incorporating plugin code

written in non-native languages poses a problem. For this reason, the BigNeu-

ron project organizers recommend that all algorithms that are submitted be

in C or C++. From the BigNeuron FAQ [44]
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“ Q3. How can I incorporate code written in Matlab, Java, Python
or another language other than C/C++?

A. BigNeuron is a very large scale project, and enforcing a unified API is
critical to ensure fair comparison for any pre-defined assessment. We thus
discourage usage of Matlab, Java, Python or other programming languages
besides C/C++ for this bench testing.

”
This is why a rewrite of the code is necessary rather than trying to inte-

grate MATLAB via the MATLAB Engine Interface. Further discussion of the

benefits of this decision are discussed in Section 1.4.

1.2 Systems Development Life Cycle

Before starting with the development, we need to outline the general steps

needed to achieve the above stated outcomes and deliverables. In systems

engineering, these steps are called the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC)

of the project [45]. There are many variations of the SDLC each suited to

different kinds of projects; Figure 1.1 depicts a simple version used in this

project with six phases:

Planning: In this phase, project management and resource allocation details

are determined. This includes scheduling, tools, and defining project

objectives;

Analysis: This phase analyzes the project requirements and defines specific

technical milestones that relate to the objectives defined in the Planning

phase;
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Design: The parts of the system are delineated and the expected input/out-

put characteristics of each part are determined;

Implementation: The physical system is built during this phase using the

system design from the previous phase;

Testing: As the Implementation phase proceeds, each standalone part is

tested individually in what are known as unit tests. When the parts

interact with each other, integration tests are conducted to determine

that these parts are compatible;

Maintenance: In this phase, the system is put in production and monitored

for changes in system performance and project requirements. When

these changes necessitate an update to the system, the project may re-

turn to the Planning phase.

It is important to note that the phases of this life cycle are not discrete;

there is overlap between phases. For example, parts of the design may change

as the implementation continues as more information about the physical sys-

tem is available.

1.3 System objectives

As opposed to the scientific outcomes discussed in Section 1.1, the system

objectives are the engineering deliverables; these are more closely tied to the

Design and Implementation phases as these objectives influence decisions made
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about the underlying resources and system architecture.

The first objective is a complete conversion of the existing code from MAT-

LAB to native code which will be referred to as ORIONm and ORIONc re-

spectively. This involves an analysis of the existing code to see which parts of

the algorithm will be converted.

The second objective is the ability to easily integrate the system with Vaa3D

as a plugin. This requires looking at the interface that Vaa3D uses and creating

compatible data structures so that the data does not need to converted between

multiple formats in memory.

The third objective is a test suite to verify that the components of the

ORIONc system operate on the same input and produce expected outputs

which are comparable to the ORIONm code and follow expected properties

outlined in the design.

The fourth objective is to ensure that the system provides a means for

reproducibility by testing the software under different conditions and making

it possible to the replicate the software environment so that others may run

the software.

1.4 Benefits

The first objective requires that all of the MATLAB code be replaced by native

code. This provides several benefits:

14



a) it removes a dependency on MATLAB which requires that all users ei-

ther install a licensed copy of MATLAB or use the MATLAB Compiler

Runtime for deployment;

b) it provides the benefit that changes in function behavior between versions

of MATLAB do not effect the output of the code; and

c) it implements certain operations that can run faster in native code than

in MATLAB.

The second objective will allow the code to work with Vaa3D, a widely used

tool for visualization and analysis. Furthermore, integrating with one tool will

provide a framework for integrating with other biomedical image analysis tools

such as ImageJ [46].

The third objective provides a safety net so that current and future develop-

ment clearly defines the expectation of the code not only in the documentation,

but as executable tests that indicate when a change causes these expectations

to no longer be met.

The fourth objective is what ensues that the previously discussed benefits

are available for others to use on their machines and allowing for reproducibility

of the neuron reconstruction results. This objective is what makes the project

an “open-science” project.
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1.5 Neuron reconstruction and tracing

Computational neuromorphology was first started in the late 1960s with initial

attempts to capture microscopy images for computer storage and analysis [47,

48]. However, due to limitations in computer processing and storage, it was

not until the late 1990s that a public dataset of neuron morphology was avail-

able [49]. With the release of the DIADEM Challenge data, there was an

opportunity for more researchers to participate in the development of auto-

mated neuron reconstruction algorithms [40].

After the DIADEM Challenge concluded, there have been several papers

that provide new approaches for neuron reconstruction. The papers can be

grouped roughly into either segmentation-based reconstruction or seed point

reconstruction methods. Segmentation-based reconstruction uses image fea-

tures to determine tubular structures for labelling the volume and as such

obtains the centerline and structure boundary at once. Seed point reconstruc-

tion works by obtaining seed points that are representative of the centerline

and then connecting these seed points to reconstruct the neuron.

1.5.1 Segmentation-based reconstruction

In Bauer, Pock, Sorantin et al. [50], the authors present a method for automatic

segmentation of 3D volumes of blood vessels especially where the vessel tree

contains many overlapping structures. This is achieved by first extracting the

tubular shapes using a Hessian filter. The results of the Hessian filter are then
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further processed by using a medialness filter to suppress false data (such as

tumors or overlapping structures) that might occur at the boundaries of the

vessel. Once the tubular structures are detected, the centreline is extracted by

traversing the medialness response along the path with maximal value. The

centreline and boundary provides structural information that can be used to

construct model of the vessel structure that takes into account properties of

blood flow (vessel radius, branching angle). This structural information is

then used as a shape prior for assigning each tube to a tree in order to handle

multiple trees.

In Jiménez, Papadakis, Labate et al. [51], the authors present a method

that first uses low-pass, high-pass, and Laplacian filter responses as features

to train an SVM to classify voxels as being background or foreground. This

is used to binarize the neuron data so that only a subset of the volume needs

to be analysed for seed selection. Seed selection is performed by applying a

distance transform to the binary volume and then only keeping voxels that

have a greater distances than the average distance in the 26-neighborhood of

that voxel. Tracing between these seed points is then done with a variation of

Dijkstra’s algorithm that adds weights based on the distance transform and

on the orientation between each successive edge. These constraints keep the

centerline path from deviating from the center of the tubular structure and

from having sharp changes in direction.

Hernandez-Herrera, Papadakis and Kakadiaris [52] describes a segmenta-

tion method based on one-class classification. This segmentation method uses

the Laplacian filter response in order to create a training set of background
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voxels. Two representative eigenvalues of the Hessian filter are then used to

create a discriminant function based on the distribution of these eigenvalues.

This discriminant function is then used for segmentation.

1.5.2 Seed point reconstruction

In Xie, Zhao, Lee et al. [53, 54], the authors cover a method for tracing based

on choosing seed points that represent the underlying neuronal structure and

then connecting these seeds to produce a neuron tree. The seeding is initiated

by applying a windowing cube on the volume in order to detect seed candidates

at the local maxima. These seeds candidates are pruned to simplify tracing.

Then a cost function is introduced in order to a find a path between the seed

points. This cost function incorporates a smoothness term which constrains

new edges between seed points so that large changes in orientation are avoided.

Finally, these local edges are used to construct a global tree by using the

minimal-spanning-tree (MST) algorithm.

Luo, Sui, Wang et al. [55] presents a method for neuron reconstruction

that is based on an open-curve snake model. This method starts with a seed

detection step that is based on what is known as a Sliding Volume Filter which

selects a spherical region around each voxel in order to calculate the orientation

of the gradient vectors within that region relative to center of the spherical

region. By calculating the filter response as the cosine of the orientation,

regions with a high response have more voxels where the gradient is oriented

towards the center which indicates a tubular region. This filter response is
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used for initial seed point selection. These seed points are further pruned by

using the eigenvalues of the Hessian of the volume to choose points that lie

along the centerline of the tubular structure. The intensity of the voxels at

the seed points is recalculated to create an SVF-enhanced image which is then

used by an open-curve snake model for neuron tracing. This model creates a

deformable model that is used to add edges to a curve that extends along the

direction of the eigenvalue of the Hessian calculated earlier.

Gulyanon, Sharifai, Bleykhman et al. [56] use a joint probability model

to both optimize voxel labels (foreground, background) and open-curve snake

model configurations. This probability model uses the Frangi vessellness fea-

tures as a data prior. A Discriminative Random Field is used to determine

initial labels for the voxel classifications and voxels with a high confidence are

used as the initial seed points for the 3D snake configuration. This inference

is performed on subvolumes so that the probability model only uses the local

intensity distribution.

1.5.3 Neuron tree similarity metrics

The DIADEM Challenge also provided a metric for comparing tracings from an

automated reconstruction to gold standard tracings from human experts [41,

57]. This method works on the SWC format which provides both a spatial

location and a radius for each point in the neuron tree. The method of reg-

istering the test tracing to the gold standard tracing starts by choosing an
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unregistered gold standard bifurcation node. To check that there is a match-

ing node in the test tracing, the method looks for a test node that is in within

a cylindrical region around the same spatial location as the gold standard node

in order to find a match. The matching continues along both the parent and

any children of the gold standard node. In order to determine that a gold

standard node and test node are sufficiently close, a path length error is cal-

culated by taking the path length between a nodes in the test tracing divided

by the corresponding path length in the gold standard tracing. As long as this

path length error is within acceptable bounds, the path is considered a match.

Finally, if there are any gold standard nodes that have not been registered,

the algorithm tries to determine if there is any already registered path that

passes through that node in order to determine a match.

Recently, a new method for measuring the similarity of neuron tracings has

been proposed in [58, 59]. This method measures the similarity between two

tracings by using a Gaussian-weighted distance field between a given point in

one tree and the closest point in the other tree. This allows for small deviations

between the two trees without excessive penalization. This similarity metric is

then applied to every point in one tree in order to determine a graph coloring

that assigns each node in one tree to a corresponding node in the other tree.

There are still many more challenges for working with neuromorphology

data including working with time-lapse data, handling subcellular structures,

working with dense trees that contain multiple neurons, and dealing with

electron microscopy data [39]. The target of all these challenges is to capture

the dynamics of large neural circuits in hopes that understanding how groups
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of neurons work will provide insight into brain function.
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“ Measure twice and cut once. ”
Carpentry rule of thumb

“ But cut ting is more fun than m eas uri ng! ”
Anonymous

2
Planning and Analysis

Before writing a single line of code, it is a good practice to understand the scope

of the problem. Gathering the deliverables and requirements of the project is

necessary not only for understanding how long the project will take, but also

the order in which to implement each component. Establishing this order

proves very useful for later in the testing phase of the project (Chapter 5).
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2.1 Design principles

In order to meet the objectives listed in Section 1.3, certain principles need to

be agreed upon before the design phase can begin. These principles are meant

to direct how resources are used in the design and implementation.

The first of these is to keep the project history in version control and

make the project publicly available as soon as possible. The choice made

here is to use the Git version control system with the GitHub hosting service

(https://github.com/) since it has been adopted by many other similarly

scoped science projects including Vaa3D, OpenCV, and InsightToolkit; this

gives it easy visibility via search engines. This is to address the open-science

portion of the scientific outcome as it allows for a workflow that allows work-

in-progress changes to reside alongside the stable codebase so that even work

that is not yet complete is available as soon as possible.

The second principle is to choose an implementation language that makes

integration easy (i.e., the second engineering objective). The choices for native

languages that are widely available for this purpose are C and C++. Due to

the way C++ implements naming conventions through name mangling, this

can complicate the integration process and make the library maintenance more

challenging due to changes in the ABI. To mitigate this, one common approach

to implement a C wrapper API/ABI around an existing C++ API in what is

known as an hour-glass interface [60]. This provides a stabilized ABI which

means that if libraries are updated independent of the ORIONc code, then the

ORIONc code will not have to be recompiled. However this can complicate
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development by having to maintain two layers, so to keep the development

simplified, the main implementation language is in C.

As with all software, the ORIONc software has a series of steps required

to prepare the software for building and installing and since ORIONc is native

code, these steps can be complex because it needs to run on multiple platforms.

Therefore, it is expedient to create an automated build system that outlines

the steps needed to build ORIONc so that the process of creating the final

binaries is replicable by anyone that obtains ORIONc and reduces the need

for reading manual instructions. This automated build system should also be

able to run tests to ensure that the software works as expected. The ORIONc

project uses GNU Make since it is a portable build tool that runs on many

systems. Overall, this specific principle improves reproducibility.

Another principle that is used to guide the development is to avoid pre-

mature optimization; that is, do not attempt to make the code more efficient

before it is necessary. Instead of guessing which parts of the code are slow,

a profiler can be used to measure the bottlenecks in the code. It is also not

advisable to focus on optimization at the stage of rewriting the software.

This principle does not give the developer a license to write code in a way

that is not optimizable later. For example, at this stage of the project, parallel

computing will not be implemented through the use of tools such as POSIX

threads and OpenMP since it can complicate debugging and testing. How-

ever, through careful avoidance of programming methods that make parallel

programming difficult, such as global variables and file system access, later
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refactoring of the code to use a parallel architecture is possible.

This rewrite should be approached in an incremental manner by using test-

driven development. For example, instead of trying to convert many modules

of ORIONm at once, each is converted one at a time after writing tests for that

specific component to ensure that it works independently. This also means

that adding new external dependencies is done at the last possible moment.

If a module of ORIONc requires an FFT function, the function should be

created first as an empty stub function that is used to understand the minimum

number of parameters needed to implement the FFT functionality. Then when

the external dependency is incorporated, the call to the external library can be

placed in the stub. This helps avoid creating coupling with the external library

so that different approaches can easily be tried by only having to change the

code at a single spot.

2.2 Challenges and risks

While the code for the algorithm already exists, starting with a line-by-line

translation of the MATLAB code has some limitations outlined as follows.

Toolbox: The code is written to use MATLAB’s extensive specialized tool-

boxes for image processing and statistics which means that equivalents

must be incorporated into the new codebase.

Memory management: Since MATLAB is a dynamic array language with

automatic memory management, it is simple to create multidimensional
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array and extend it without having to keep track of the variable’s size

or the variable lifetime. Since C uses manual memory management, it

is necessary to manually allocate and release memory to avoid memory

leaks.

Data layout differences: MATLAB uses column-major and 1-based index-

ing, while C/C++ both used row-major and 0-based indexing. Some of

the code will be written with the assumption that all indices start at 1

and this may not be documented everywhere. This is discussed in more

detail in Section 4.1.

Caching: The ORIONm code makes frequent use of the file system to cache

calculations between runs. The purpose of this is to speed up experi-

ments so that when an experiment is rerun, any images that have been

processed in an earlier stage (i.e., segmentation) do not need to be re-

processed in later stages (i.e., centerline extraction). Code written in

this form imposes an algorithm structure that is no longer strictly im-

perative — the code is now interspersed with checks to see if the data

already exists and instead of passing the data between functions using

multidimensional arrays as parameters, the parameters to the functions

are filenames.

Subvolume: The MATLAB code breaks up the input data into subvolumes.

This allows the computation to run a small region of the data which

allows for processing data that may be too large to fit entirely mem-

ory. Furthermore, when used in conjunction with the aforementioned
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caching, the steps used for each processing stage can be more granular

which means that if any processing is incomplete (e.g., because the com-

puter runs out of memory or disk space), the data is not entirely lost.

However, this complicates the algorithm because any calculation involv-

ing coordinates in a volume must map indices in subvolumes to indices

in the corresponding supervolume.

The Caching and Subvolume issues can both be described as design deci-

sions that result in cross-cutting concerns. Cross-cutting concerns are parts

of the program design that do not reside within only a subset of the system

and cause dependencies between subsystems. These often manifest when an

action must be taken in every module of a system. A classic example of this is

logging — logging must be done in each module, but this requires that logging

metadata must be persisted so that each module can use it. This persistence

adds an input to each module that does not strictly relate to the function of

that module. In the same way, caching and handling of subvolumes both re-

quire that each step read all subvolumes of the previous step and write all the

subvolumes that will be used in the next step. This filename-based coupling

makes it difficult to treat each step as a self-contained module. By removing

these concerns altogether in the new design, the ORIONc system will be more

extensible and modular.
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2.3 Roads not taken

There were two possible ways to avoid having to do a rewrite that could have

fulfilled some of the objectives listed above. These were not chosen because

they would have not met the primary scientific outcome (open-science) nor the

fourth objective (reproducibility). Both of these approaches allow for calling

MATLAB from C code and thus allow for processing with ORIONm.

The first of these approaches is to use the standard MATLAB Engine API

that comes with MATLAB. This allows for controlling a MATLAB instance

using inter-process communication which means each run requires starting a

MATLAB process with a valid MATLAB license. This means that ORIONm

can not be run multiple times as each run will use an additional MATLAB

license. This precludes using ORIONm on a cluster as each additional process

will fail when the number of licenses has run out. Furthermore, the startup

time for each MATLAB process is significant enough to slow down each vol-

ume processed. This does not meet the reproducibility criteria of the fourth

objective as it requires the end-user to have a license that may be difficult

to obtain and furthermore can tie the software to a specific version of the

MATLAB software.

The second approach is to use the MATLAB Compiler tool to generate a

dynamic library (e.g., liborion3mat.so on GNU/Linux and liborion3mat.dll

on Windows) from the ORIONm code that can be linked to C/C++ code. This

allows for distributing MATLAB code to people that do not have MATLAB

by using the MATLAB Compiler Runtime along with an encrypted archive
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of the ORIONm workspace. Unlike the MATLAB Engine API, this can be

used in parallel. However, the encrypted archive is tied to a single operating

system (e.g., Windows, GNU/Linux) and computer architecture (e.g., i386 or

x86-64). This makes reproducibility difficult since the dynamic library can

only be generated on the same kind of computer and version of MATLAB as

the corresponding version of the MATLAB Compiler Runtime.

A preliminary prototype of the MATLAB Compiler approach for interfac-

ing with MATLAB was attempted in the Analysis phase, but rejected as it

made distribution difficult and added a large binary dependency that would

need to be maintained in addition to the ORIONm code. This approach could

work for a research project where the ability for others to run the code on differ-

ent data sets is sufficient. This can be accomplished by creating a lightweight

virtual machine that comes pre-installed with the library and MATLAB Com-

piler Runtime. Those without access to MATLAB will still be able to run the

algorithm as is, but will not able to adapt it by modifying the code. However,

we reject this approach in the context of ORION3 as it would violate the pri-

mary scientific outcome (open-science) since encrypted code prevents others

from seeing how the algorithms for ORIONm and MATLAB are implemented.

Although we reject the above approaches, there is a benefit to using MAT-

LAB. Writing native code rather than MATLAB code can make maintenance

and reproducibility more difficult if the development does not aim for those

goals early on [61, 62]. Many considerations go into creating portable software

and many of these same considerations are also necessary for reproducible com-

putational science (e.g., file system handling, floating-point accuracy, compiler
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differences, and dynamic libraries) [63]. The developers of MATLAB have al-

ready done much of the work required to make MATLAB portable across

different operating systems. Fortunately, the ORIONm code only needs simple

file system handling support. Other issues such as the aforementioned floating

point accuracy and compiler differences are still unresolved by MATLAB itself

and must be addressed in ORIONc. Further discussion about these and other

issues is Chapters 4 and 5.

2.4 ORION3 MATLAB call graph

Even if the ORIONc code is a rewrite, it is a good idea to look at how the

original ORIONm codebase is arranged. One way to do this is to build a call

graph, that is, a graphical representation of which functions are called by other

functions. Using this, it is possible to recursively trace the execution of the

code. By taking this call graph and creating equivalent functions in the native

code, a direct comparison can be made between the two codebases. Thus, each

function can be converted one by one.

There is a tool built in to MATLAB to create call graphs called depfun,

however this tool runs slowly when running on the entire codebase. There

is an alternative called fdep [64]. The results of fdep are then passed to

the GraphViz graph layout tool to visualize the results [65]. Note that the

call graph generated by fdep is generated using static call graph analysis,

so functions that might not be called during execution may be included (e.g.,

function calls that are in dead code branches). The call graph for the MATLAB
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code is depicted in Figs. 2.1 to 2.3. In each of the figures, the label in the

outermost box is a function name in ORIONm and each box inside is functions

that are called from inside the body of that function. Arrows represent a

function call. For example, in Fig. 2.1, the readNegativeSamples function

calls multiscaleLaplacianFilter which in turn calls Makefilter.

Alternatively, the call graph represents the flow of data — the lowest

levels deal with the least amount of data and as you go up higher in the

graph more pieces of information are integrated together from many sources.

An illustration of this can be seen in the relationship between data flow of

multiscaleLaplacianFilter and Makefilter as sketched in Algorithm 1.

What this shows is that a function lower in the call graph, Makefilter, is a

simpler function in terms of information processing than its parent in the call

graph, multiscaleLaplacianFilter, which has to integrate information from

multiple calls to the Makefilter child function. This kind of relationship is

generally the case between functions in a call graph and this is why it is often

easier to test functions lower in the call graph first — there is less data to

take into account and the functions lower in the call graph are generally more

standalone. This means that they can easily be individually tested. This view

allows for a testing strategy that starts from the bottom-most level of the call

graph and steadily moves upwards.
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Algorithm 1 Sketch of multiscaleLaplacianFilter and Makefilter func-
tions

1: function Makefilter(filter size, degree, scale factor)
2: return F . Calculates a filter F given the above parameters
3: end function
4: function multiscaleLaplacianFilter(V olume, degree, scales)
5: for scalei ∈ scales do
6: Fi ←Makefilter(|V olume| , degree, scalei)
7: end for
8: MaxScale(x, y, z)← arg maxi(V olume ∗Fi)(x, y, z)
9: end function

registration main VolCrop2

createCharID

RAWfromMHD

findMaxIntProjRegistration

WriteRAWandMHD

exportAmiraRegistrationParameters

createTranslationFilesNames

Figure 2.2: Call graph of registration process in ORIONm
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createVisualizationFromSWC

getDisconnectedComponents

createSWCfromSegments

getDirectionFromPoints

mergeClose BranchingPoints

SWCtoVTK

detectCenterlinePoints

callHough

uhnToDxf

detect end points as maximal chains

smooth SWC

smoothSegments

computeDistanceTransformOfSomaAndPipette 02

segmentSomaPipetteRemoval

remove small segments from SWC

computeDistanceMap

extractCenterlineFromSegmentation

getStartingPointsFromSegmentation

compute fast marching

readSWC

num2string

connectCenterline

updateUHNtypes

delete RAW

image MIP gray post process centerline

detect crossings

merge connected components

writeSWC

findSoma3DPoint

segmentSomaPipette

extractAdaptiveSphere

reorganize SWC

change rootFromSWC

Figure 2.3: Call graph of tracing process in ORIONm
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“ The trouble with computers is you play with them.
They are so wonderful. You have these switches —
if it’s an even number you do this, if it’s an odd
number you do that — and pretty soon you can do
more and more elaborate things if you are clever
enough, on one machine. ”

Richard Feynman in Surely You’re Joking, Mr.

Feynman!: Adventures of a Curious Character,

1985

3
Design

Once the planning is done, the actual technical details of the project are deter-

mined in the Design phase. This phase is not a discrete step that is separate

from the following Implementation phase; as the implementation continues,

the Design is updated to take into account new information. As such, it is im-

portant that the Design is able to incorporate incremental changes otherwise
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adding new changes will become difficult — especially when fundamental data

structures need to be modified. The following details these design decisions.

3.1 Incorporation of ORIONm

Since the algorithm already exists as a design in the ORIONm implementation,

this can be leveraged as a starting point for the conversion. This means that

the structure of ORIONc will start off with the same structure as the MATLAB

version. This is to reduce the cognitive load when rewriting and testing each

component because the inputs and outputs remain the same and keeping the

names the same makes it easier to navigate between corresponding functions.

To facilitate this way of working, the filenames and directory structure

of the original MATLAB code are copied verbatim: instead of using the .m

extension for MATLAB files, the .c extension is used. Inside each of these .c

files, a function signature is defined that matches the one found in MATLAB

with the exception that the name is prefixed with orion such that a ORIONm

function named hdaf would appear as ORIONc function named orion hdaf.

This prefixing is common in C libraries as a way to provide an application-

specific namespace for symbols. This helps avoid naming collisions where

multiple libraries may define the same symbol and these multiple definitions

will need to be disambiguated.
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3D volume Segmentation Registration Tracing Centerline

Figure 3.1: High level diagram of ORION algorithm: This high-level di-
agram shows that there are three steps to the ORIONm algorithm as described
in the text. The input to the algorithm is a 3D volume of microscopy data and
the output is a graph-based representation of the neuron morphology based
on the centerline.

3.2 Algorithms and architecture

The architecture of a software system includes both the individual components

and how they interact with one another and the core data structures that are

used to transfer data between the components. The following description of

the architecture will approach these details from the top-down.

The ORION algorithm as implemented in ORIONm consists of three parts

(as shown in Fig. 3.1 where data is drawn as dashed-line ovals and processing

is drawn as solid-lined rectangles), namely

Segmentation: to label the foreground and the background of the image (see

Fig. 3.2);

Registration: for aligning subvolumes so that they can be used to create a

single volume (this step is not needed in ORIONc); and

Tracing: to extract a centerline from the volume to capture the underlying

neuron morphology (see Fig. 3.3).
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Obtain
background

training data

Obtain
vessellness
features

Learn dis-
criminant
function

Threshold
Post-

processing

Figure 3.2: Diagram of segmentation process

Shortest path
using

fast-marching

Center of
neurite

Radii
estimation

Neuron
morphology

representation

Post-
processing
of tracing

Figure 3.3: Diagram of tracing process
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3.3 Anticipating change

Since the code for ORIONc changes rapidly throughout the project, it is nec-

essary that the code structure is planned so that it does not have to change

too drastically as new components are added to the project. This requires

developing a project structure that does not require too many manual changes

which slow down development. In the following, various aspects of the code

structure and how they improve the code’s ability to easily incorporate change.

3.3.1 Directory structure

The first part of setting up a new project is choosing a directory structure.

This determines where new files should go. A common structure is to create

separate directories for code for a library and code that will be compiled into

an executable. This is reflected in the directory structure where

lib: contains subdirectories which have all the source code that will be com-

piled together to create a library file (i.e., liborion.a on many Unix

systems);

lib/t: contains source files that have a matching directory layout to the rest

of the lib directory so that it is easy to find the corresponding test to a

given component (e.g., a library source file lib/path/func.c will have

a corresponding test source file in lib/t/path/func.c); and

src: contains source files that will be compiled into executables that can be

run at the command-line.
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3.3.2 Build system

Whenever a native build system is chosen, an important property is that it

should be portable. In order to fulfill this property, the build system is written

using GNU make which is a portable version of the Unix make build tool. This

tool works by reading a Makefile that lists the prerequisites for a given target

file and a set of commands needed to build those prerequisites. If the target

is older than any one of its prerequisites, then that target file is rebuilt. This

allows for testing changes to large projects without out needing to rebuild the

entire project.

Another property is that the build system should not have to require many

changes when adding new source code to the project. This is accomplished

by using automatic dependency scanning. Before any code is compiled, the

files are scanned to create a list of prerequisites for each file. By scanning

for prerequisites, most of the files in the project do not need explicit rules in

the Makefile which means that when a new file is added to the project, no

changes to the build system are necessary.

An automatic build system allows for easily building the project on a new

machine. If the build system is portable and well-tested, the project should

build on the new system without manual intervention. When making a project

for scientific purposes, this is essential for reproducibility because the knowl-

edge of how to build the software is completely written down in an executable

form.
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3.3.2.1 Configuration

Software projects do not live in isolation; many projects depend on outside li-

braries to implement functionality. However, whenever a dependency is added,

this adds another point where the build could break. Outside libraries are not

necessarily in the same location on every system. In order to portably build

the ORIONc with these outside libraries, the build system has automatic build

configuration that scans for the location of any dependencies that it needs.

This allows the same build system to be used on multiple systems without

having to use any fixed paths that are specific to a single computer.

In addition, sometimes developers may want to enable system-specific fea-

tures in order to speed up their code. When this happens, the code must be

able to detect when such features are available and use a fallback if they are

not available. The build system for ORIONc contains an automatic system

configuration scanner that it uses for this purpose. This configuration scanner

is currently only used to enable the GCC compiler’s branch prediction macro

(__builtin_expect) which is used to give hints to the compiler whether or

not a given condition is likely or not [66].

3.3.2.2 Debugging

As the project progresses, the development is inevitably going to come across

bugs. When programming in C or C++, the class of bugs that occur are

different from the kinds that occur in MATLAB. These usually are related

to invalid memory access (e.g., buffer overflows, stack overflows). To help
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ease debugging, the build system must also support tools that can help track

these errors. These tools often require the addition of build options that add

extra metadata to the compiled code. The build system thus supports code

coverage builds: which are used to determine how much of the code is tested

by the testing code; debug builds: to enable debugging symbols that can

be used to stop and inspect the execution of a program and catch memory

access violations; and profiling builds: which can be used to understand

the areas of the code that are running slowly in order to intelligently decide

whether to optimize it.
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“ One of my most productive days was throwing
away 1000 lines of code. ”

Ken Thompson

“ Programming, programming, all through the
night,
We’re stuck here until our new program works
right.
Programming, programming, isn’t it fun?
The maintenance starts when debugging is done! ”

Steve Savitzky in The Programmer’s Alphabet,

1981 [67]

4
Implementation

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Implementation stage starts by converting

the MATLAB code to native code by following the same architecture as the

ORIONm code as initial point. This chapter discusses the real world charac-

teristics of the code used to implement ORIONc. This starts with the data

structures that are used for calculations. Implementing a data structure that
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MATLAB C

x(r,c) x[r][c]

r
c

1 2 3

1 1 4 7
2 2 5 8
3 3 6 9

r
c

0 1 2

0 1 2 3
1 4 5 6
2 7 8 9

Figure 4.1: Difference in memory layout between MATLAB (column-major)
and C (row-major).

captures the domain of the problem correctly is the most important first step

in any software system because once a data structure is chosen, it can be dif-

ficult to change as every part of the code relies on the properties of that data

structure.

4.1 Data structures

The main data structure used in the implementation is an n-dimensional ar-

ray or tensor. Since the algorithm is meant to work with 3D data, the n-

dimensional array has a fixed n = 3. To define this data structure, we need to

examine the memory layout. There are two approaches to this: column-major

and row-major. The difference between the two is based on which dimension

index changes the faster when accessing memory linearly. This difference is

illustrated in Fig. 4.1 which depicts a data that is stored in memory with in-

creasing value from 1 to 9. The indices to access the same value differ between

MATLAB and C not only due to MATLAB’s 1-based indexing and C’s 0-based

indexing, but also the memory layout.
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For ORIONc, the n-dimensional array is stored as row-major as this is the

default that most C programmers expect. This array is represented by the C

structure

typedef struct {
p i x e l t y p e ∗ p ; /∗ a l l o c a t e d memory f o r data ∗/

s i z e t sz [ PIXEL NDIMS ] ; /∗ s i z e o f each dimension ∗/
p i x e l t y p e spac ing [ PIXEL NDIMS ] ; /∗ ph y s i c a l spac ing ∗/
} ndarray3 ;

where pixel_type is represents the floating point storage type used for the

n-dimensional data, p is a pointer to the block of memory where the data is

stored, and PIXEL_NDIMS is the constant 3. The spacing field is used to store

the physical spacing between items in the n-dimensional grid and is used for

normalizing calculations.

There are also other data structures that are mainly used for book-keeping

and storage of the algorithm parameters. For example, to obtain the output

of the Hessian filter, a collection of the eigenvalue features and the associated

scales used for that filter are returned by using the C structure

typedef struct {
/∗ s c a l e used f o r t h i s f i l t e r r e s u l t ∗/
f loat s c a l e ;
/∗ the t h r ee e i g enva l u e s f o r each vox e l ∗/
array ndarray3 ∗ e i g f e a t ;
} o r i o n e i g f e a t r e s u l t ;

This allows for access to the filter response as well as the original parameters

that generated that response.
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4.2 Numerical considerations

Scientific computing often uses floating point for calculations, but the tech-

niques for reducing numerical error are often overlooked [68]. For example, a

simple summation of a list of floating point numbers accumulates numerical

errors as more numbers are numbers are added. To compensate for this nu-

merical error, algorithms such as Kahan summation are used to accumulate

this error in another running compensation variable [69].

Another numerical consideration is making sure that the result of the float-

ing point operations can fit within the limits of the storage type. For example,

multiplying large floating point numbers can cause the result to become larger

than the largest double (64-bit) floating point value which means that the

result is no longer representable. This can happen when calculating factori-

als for a Taylor series. To avoid this, it is important to calculate the bounds

of a calculation and provide error checking for when the input could lead to

invalid results. For a factorial function that works with 64-bit floating point

data, we can calculate the bounds of input to the function n! as n ∈ [0, 170].

In addition, since the domain of the input variable is so small, storing the

pre-calculated data in a lookup table can help avoid numerical errors that

accumulate through multiplication.
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4.3 Prototyping components

As mentioned before, the design of ORIONc initially follows the architecture

of the ORIONm code. To accomplish this, each MATLAB function has a

corresponding C function that is located in a similarly named file. Using the

call graphs obtained in Section 2.4, we first choose a function that is a leaf

node in the call graph. This function requires very little data for its inputs,

so testing the ORIONc implementation against the ORIONm implementation

does not require a lot of set up for each of the parameters. In order to prototype

the ORIONc function, we take a set of test parameters and apply them to the

ORIONm function and capture its output. This output is then placed inside

a test file and used to compare the C output to the MATLAB output. This

procedure is then repeated for each parent function in the call graph.

4.4 Library integration

Some of the calculations needed for this implementation require outside li-

braries. In order to integrate with these libraries, it is necessary to convert

the ORIONc data structures into appropriate data structures for each library.

To compute the vessellness filter, the ITK library is used [70]. This library

is widely used in biomedical image analysis and has many implementations of

filters that are commonly used for image segmentation. The ITK library uses a

data structure called itk::Image for to store the inputs and outputs for calcu-

lations. This data structure is internally very similar to the ORIONc ndarray3
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data structure as they both use a row-major block of memory to store their

data. As such, it is possible to convert the ndarray3 data to itk::Image

data without having to copy the data by sharing the buffer between the two

libraries.

For computation of the fast-Fourier transform, a small library called Kiss

FFT is used [71]. This library has functions for computing an n-dimensional

Fast-Fourier transform (FFT). This library also uses a n-dimensional array

data structure that is similar to ndarray3 which makes it easy to write a

wrapper to the FFT code that takes an ndarray3 input.
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“ Everyone knows that debugging is twice as hard
as writing a program in the first place. So if you’re
as clever as you can be when you write it, how will
you ever debug it? ”

Brian W. Kernighan and P. J. Plauger in

The Elements of Programming Style, 1978

5
Testing and verification

When testing a system, there are two related procedures that are used to

ensure that the system is working in the intended manner: verification and

validation. Verification is testing whether an implementation of a model is

correctly implemented. This is analogous to asking “did we build it right?”.

Validation is checking the accuracy of the model to a real system. This asks
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“was it the right thing to build?” [72].

When testing is done on the whole system to check if the final output

makes sense, this is a kind of validation. This is how the ORIONm is currently

tested. However, validation testing can not stand on its own. We also need to

improve the system’s verification testing. One such way is to implement unit

testing. This kind of testing involves running each unit of the system (such as

a function) and checking if the expected outputs are generated for a given set

of inputs.

By performing unit tests, the expectation of a given unit is recorded in a

way that it can be run repeatedly and in completely automated manner. This

allows for running the same tests both in new environments and whenever a

part of the code changes. Since it is completely automated, debugging in case

there are any unmet expectations can be performed quickly. However, testing

can only prove the existence of bugs, not their absence. This is why a particu-

lar form of software engineering methodology called Test-Driven Development

(TDD) advocates writing tests before the actual code being tested. In this

way, the test code will fail first and just enough code is added to make the

test pass. In this way, it is clear that the added code made that specific test

case pass.

Some of examples of tests that are used in the ORIONc code include an-

alytic testing: which test numerical calculations where an analytic solution

is known for certain inputs (e.g., the FFT of f(x) = sin 2πx); property

testing: which tests if a function satisfies certain conditions on its outputs
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(i.e., a function that outputs data in sorted order can be checked to see if the

sorted property is retained); integration tests: which test if two separate

systems can work together (i.e., the output of one system can be used as the

input to another system).

It is important to keep in mind that since many of these tests are performed

on floating point data, the tests can not use strict equality and must compare

their values to within a tolerance. For example, when testing the FFT imple-

mentation, one property that can be tested is if computing F−1 {F {x}} = x.

However, due to numerical errors, the absolute error |F−1 {F {x}} − x| is

within a range of ε = 1× 10−7 when using 32-bit floating point numbers for

computation — which is expected based on the machine epsilon [73, 74].

5.1 Testing portability

One of the issues with testing is that some tests that may hold one machine,

may not hold on another. This can be due to differences in library versions,

differences between compilers, or even differences between processors. This

is why testing in multiple environments is necessary to ensure that the tests

are themselves portable. In order to test in multiple environments, ORIONc

is tested using a continuous integration server which tests every change on

a different machine using different compilers. Using a continuous integration

server like this has helped track down some issues with using an older version

of ITK and other issues that had to do with how a specific compiler interpreted

the source code. Furthermore, using a continuous integration server allows for
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a workflow where every new feature can be worked on separately from the

main “released” code and tested as it is being developed. Only when that

code has been appropriately tested will that feature be brought into the main

code. This allows in-progress code to be worked on separately from working

code.

5.2 Tracing-based comparison with ORIONm

In order to look more closely at whether or not the ORIONc code implements

the same algorithms as ORIONm, it is possible to compare the data from

across the entire ORIONm pipeline. This can be accomplished by recording the

input parameters given to every ORIONm function and passing those inputs

to the ORIONc input. In Fig. 5.1, the pipeline for ORIONc is depicted on the

top row and the pipeline for ORIONm is depicted on the bottom row. The

middle row represents the process of taking the ORIONm data and passing it to

the corresponding ORIONc component. Then the output of the components

in the middle row and the bottom row are compared. The reason for this

comparison procedure is so that the functions can be compared individually

to find where the two systems deviate instead of having to see the differences

accumulate over the entire system. A full description of the algorithm is given

in Algorithms 2 and 3. In Algorithm 3, the algorithm makes reference to

an “appropriate method”. This method depends on the kind of data being

compared. For example, in Table 5.1, the comparison is done by generating a

histogram a and b for each volume so that both histograms contain the same
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Stack ID histogram intersection

1 0.999973665203964
2 0.999967508148729
3 0.999978416844418
4 0.999982131154914
5 0.999959276433577

Table 5.1: Example of comparison captured from data for the Makefilter

function

number of bins n and the same bin boundaries. Then the intersection of the

two histograms is calculated as

K∩(a, b) =
n∑

i=1

min(ai, bi). (5.1)

Algorithm 2 MATLAB tracing data capture

1: Set breakpoints at every function start and end.
2: Run the MATLAB code under the debugger.
3: while Program has not finished do
4: When the debugger stops, save the State of the input and output data

at each breakpoint along with a stack frame ID. Add State to SavedStates.
5: Continue the debugger.
6: end while

Algorithm 3 MATLAB tracing data comparison

1: SavedStates← the list of all saved states from Algorithm 2.
2: for State ∈ SavedStates do
3: Load the MATLAB data from State.
4: Convert MATLAB data structures to C data structures.
5: Call corresponding ORIONc function using C data structures
6: Compare the results using an appropriate method.
7: end for
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“ The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers. ”
Richard W. Hamming in Numerical Methods for

Scientists and Engineers, 1962

“ There’s no sense in being precise when you don’t
even know what you’re talking about. ”

John von Neumann

6
Conclusion

The main contribution of this thesis is a neuron-morphology reconstruction

system with an automated test suite. The existence of an automated test suite

allows for future refactoring and additions to the code with confidence that

each component behaves as expected. The consequences of this contribution

go beyond just the testing of the current state of the system — testing allows
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the code to evolve to incorporate new designs.

While the code currently relies heavily on the original ORIONm design,

removing much of the MATLAB specific design decisions such as caching make

it easier to refactor because the only input data to a ORIONc function are those

which are passed in directly as input parameters. This also leaves room for

making parts of the system run in parallel as there will be no extra overhead

or file system contention involved in reading and writing to the disk.

Furthermore, although the main backbone of the ORIONc pipeline uses

the same design as ORIONm, the implementation inside each component calls

out to generic, reusable code. This reusable code (everything outside of the

lib/kitchen-sink directory) is designed so that it can more easily be tested

than the code based on ORIONm.

Future work on this software system can also include packaging the software

for easy installation in repositories such as NeuroDebian [75]. This will allow

end-users an easy way to install the software without having to deal with

building it themselves. This also serves as another way of testing the software

because these end-users will likely use the software on a wide variety of data

as well as under different environments. This opens the door to improvements

both to the robustness of the reconstruction algorithm and the portability of

the software system.
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